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This month we are featuring the
works of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle.
Come to the library to learn more
about the history of the Sherlock
Holmes series.

Project Params
This assignment explored information
architecture and the roll of searching in
navigation.
Design the homepage, a search results pages
and any additional pages. Develop both
desktop and mobile versions of these pages
using responsive web principles. The final
will include daily summary blog posts, a
functioning mock-up, and a comprehensive
process book.
The desired outcome is a demonstrated
ability to give organization and structure
to complex information based on research
and user testing. Then comprehensively
document and summarize the process
verbally and in writing.
I chose Digipen, a video game university, to
develop a library site for. It is a pretty unique
challenge, but it shares a lot with other
library websites.

Brainstorming

Initial Ideas
•

I wanted to include some sort of news
an messages functionality

Brainstorming is my favorite part of the
process. You will be able to see from all my
scribbles that my brain moves faster than my
hands can write. Though, I can write pretty
fast still!

•

Of course had to think through the
checkout of items and how that would
work

•

Maybe a search histroy option

•

Should I worry about a login sreen?

•

A profile page might be useful

•

Some sort of rating system similar
to amazon so students get quality
materials

•

Searching by popularity, title, author,
ISBN, relevance

•

5 main pages to be homepage, search,
search results, profile, and databases

Exploration
It is very useful for me to see what is already
out there. No need to reinvent the wheel.
Much thought has gone into other sites
that are professionaly developed. I looked
at Amazon for a lot of inspiration as well as
Digipen’s library. I looked at Amazon to see
what to do, and Digipen to see what not to do
for the most part

Amazon’s Solution
•

I was really interested in what
Amazon thought was important
information about a book or other
item searched for. What were
the essentials and what was most
prominent.

•

When seeing the results of a search,
I wanted to see some of the filtering
options for future searches. I ended up
using some of those filtering options.

•

I tried to implement how Amazon
guesses categories as you type in their
search box as well.

•

My search results page has a similar
look and feel to Amazon’s and I hope
I did not copy it too much. That was
not my intent.

When I had chosen Digipen as my school to
redo their library website, I had not seen their
website yet. Being a technology university I
was certain they would have a well designed
site both in terms of usability and visuals.
When I arrived at their site I was horrified!
It was not at all what I expected. It was some
sort of service provided by another company.
An easy solution for a school, but not the best
for the students. To the right are some of my
gripes about the website.

Digipen’s Shortfalls
•

Very inconsistant look and feel to the
rest of the universities website.

•

Visual design was not thought out
and looks like it is from the early 90’s

•

Searching options were confusing.
What is an expert search? What is a
combo search?

•

The whole navigation of the site was
confusing.

Poor layout and confusing functionality

Completely different look and feel

Poor visual design

Confusing search options

Interview/Persona/
Scenario
Initially for my project I was assigned to
research music majors. Luckilly I knew
someone who was one. It was not directly
related to the video game institution library
website, but I was able to glean some
information that would be helpful for any
library website. One thing I found was
that she wanted to have the site tailored
to her major. That is something I tried to
implement in the final design.
After the interview and some more thought
on the direction of the site, I decided to make
a persona and a scenario that this person
might find themselves in.

Take aways
•

People want tailored solutions to
themselves.

•

Presentation of search results can be
very confusing.

•

Students have little time and want
what they are looking for fast.

•

Tech skills should not be an issue.

Resource Aquisition
Something I find helpful in creating
something is gathering together some
resources and content. It may even be
dummy content at first. I gathered a bunch
of images of books, paragraphs of text from
the site, images of campus, etc. I did not use
them quite yet in any comps, but I had a bit
of direction when doing my hand sketches. I
was also able to find a comprehensive icon set
that helped me in the digital comps.

Website Hierarchy
I would say my most effective steps in the
design process are the rapid brainstorming
sessions, the laying out of the main
components, and then the information
hierarchy and organization of those main
components discovered to be essential.
I made this diagram of how the website
would be connected. I determined what
needed to be included to still be a functional
website. From there I was able to make sure
I had a hand sketch of what each page might
look like. I sometimes check off items I have
a sketch of already. Or I put a dot next to it.

Hand Sketches
I have received poor marks in the past for
my sketches being too messy or not sketched
out detailed enough. I could care less. These
sketches, though they may not look like
much really help me to get ideas out there.
There becomes a connection between reality
and my imagination. What works and what
doesn’t. It comes alive so to speak. This part
is pretty fun. Sketching beautifully slows
me down and the ideas cannot get out fast
enough. It is kind of like my handwriting.
Others may not understand it or be able to
read it, but I sure can.

Digital Comps
I always think it is cool to see a design morph
into a real thing. This step of the digital comp
is one of the hardest for me because this is
where aestetichs has to come in. I have been
working on the visual side of things and I
am decently pleased with how this project
has turned out. At least better than my
previous projects. I am not sure what it was.
Throughout the digital comp phase I saw
some space limitations and had to make some
adjustments as I went along.
A lot of the information I would share
about the design can only be shared well
in a working prototype demonstration, so a
presentation and explanation of the design
can be given as requested. I apologize how
some of the illustrator files copied over. Some
of the letters were shifted.
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This month we are featuring the
works of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle.
Come to the library to learn more
about the history of the Sherlock
Holmes series.
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The Art of Game Design in databases
The Art of Game Design in video
The Art of Game Design in games
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Advanced Search

Subject:

Title: Game Design Workshop: A
Playcentric Approach to Creating
Innovative Games
Author: Tracy Fullerton
Publisher: CRC Press
Publication Date: 02/08/2008
Summary: Master the craft of
game design so you can create that
elusive combination of challenge...
Reserve

Design
Illustration
3D Graphics
Interaction Design
Looking for hardware and peripherals?

Title: Game Design Workshop: A
Playcentric Approach to Creating
Innovative Games
Author: Tracy Fullerton
Publisher: CRC Press
Publication Date: 02/08/2008
Summary: Master the craft of
game design so you can create that
elusive combination of challenge...
Reserve

Title: Game Design Workshop: A
Playcentric Approach to Creating
Innovative Games
Author: Tracy Fullerton
Publisher: CRC Press
Publication Date: 02/08/2008
Summary: Master the craft of
game design so you can create that
elusive combination of challenge...
Checked Out until 04/01/2013

Sort By...
Title: The Ultimate Guide to Video
Game Writing and Design
Author: Flint Dille & John Platten
Publisher: Lone Eagle
Publication Date: 01/08/2008
Summary: There are other books
about creating video games out
there. Sure, they cover the basics.
But The Ultimate Guide to Video...
Checked Out until 03/25/2013

Title: The Ultimate Guide to Video
Game Writing and Design
Author: Flint Dille & John Platten
Publisher: Lone Eagle
Publication Date: 01/08/2008
Summary: There are other books
about creating video games out
there. Sure, they cover the basics.
But The Ultimate Guide to Video...
Reserve

Title: The Ultimate Guide to Video
Game Writing and Design
Author: Flint Dille & John Platten
Publisher: Lone Eagle
Publication Date: 01/08/2008
Summary: There are other books
about creating video games out
there. Sure, they cover the basics.
But The Ultimate Guide to Video...
Reserve
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Title: Game Design Workshop: A
Playcentric Approach to Creating
Innovative Games
Author: Tracy Fullerton
Publisher: CRC Press
Publication Date: 02/08/2008
Summary: Master the craft of
game design so you can create that
elusive combination of challenge...
Reserve
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Title: Game Design Workshop: A
Playcentric Approach to Creating
Innovative Games
Author: Tracy Fullerton
Publisher: CRC Press
Publication Date: 02/08/2008
Summary: Master the craft of
game design so you can create that
elusive combination of challenge...
Reserve

Title: Pikmin
Author: Shigeru Miyamoto
Publisher: Nintendo
Release Date: 02/08/2008
Summary: Master the craft of
game design so you can create that
elusive combination of challenge...

Checked Out until 04/01/2013

Sort By...
Relevance

Title: The Ultimate Guide to Video
Game
Writing and Design
Artist/Author
Author: Flint Dille & John Platten
Publish Date
Publisher:
Lone Eagle
Publication Date: 01/08/2008
Summary: There are other books
about creating video games out
there. Sure, they cover the basics.
But The Ultimate Guide to Video...
Checked Out until 03/25/2013

Title: Smashing Live
Author: Koji Kondo
Publisher: Nintendo
Publication Date: 01/08/2008
Summary: There are other books
about creating video games out
there. Sure, they cover the basics.
But The Ultimate Guide to Video...
Reserve

Title: The Ultimate Guide to Video
Game Writing and Design
Author: Flint Dille & John Platten
Publisher: Lone Eagle
Publication Date: 01/08/2008
Summary: There are other books
about creating video games out
there. Sure, they cover the basics.
But The Ultimate Guide to Video...
Reserve
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Materials Checked Out
Name: Melissa Boman
Phone: 425-888-888
E-mail: bomanb@digipen.edu
Address: 267 NE 9th Redmond, WA 98053

Receive SMS Messages?

Title: Pikmin
Author: Shigeru Miyamoto
Publisher: Nintendo
Release Date: 02/08/2008
Summary: Master the craft of
game design so you can create that
elusive combination of challenge...

Support

Messages:
You have checked out
Pikmin 2. Come by the library
to pick it up.
Smashing Live! must be
returned in 5 days.

Return By 04/01/2013
Title: Smashing Live
Author: Koji Kondo
Publisher: Nintendo
Publication Date: 01/08/2008
Summary: There are other books
about creating video games out
there. Sure, they cover the basics.
But The Ultimate Guide to Video...
Return By 04/08/2013
Title: The Ultimate Guide to Video
Game Writing and Design
Author: Flint Dille & John Platten
Publisher: Lone Eagle
Publication Date: 01/08/2008
Summary: There are other books
about creating video games out
there. Sure, they cover the basics.
But The Ultimate Guide to Video...
Return By 04/013/2013

The Art of Game Design must
be returned tomorrow!
In response to your tech
request, sorry we do not lend
out Kindles at this library.
Maybe in the future.
You owe $2.31 in overdue
here to go to your

Testing
That first menu system was an attempt to
make a clickable menu in Axure. It was not
very pretty. Much like the already existing
Digipen library website. I decided to make
the visual design in Illustrator and then later
go back to Axure to make it into a clickable
prototype. Unfortunately I did not get to
that. I ended up having my roommate click
around an AI file as I gave him a scenario. It
worked better than I thought. Kind of like a
more detailed paper prototype.
I found some terminologies were confusing
to him like the word database. Clickable areas
were off. People click where they want and
sometimes there is not a response. I had to
design the items to be clicked into through
their title as well as their image. Some of
the page transitions were confusing like
teleporting to an unknown location. Some
buttons were not visable enough. Those were
some insightful things I found.

Postlude
This assignment took me a while to do. I ran
into some roadblocks that were not expected
and I did not know how to cross them. I am
pleased to say however that I did and am still
crossing roadblocks. There can be roadblocks
in creativity, time, interpersonal conflicts, and
just about anything else. I would say I have
learned more about crossing roadblocks and
finding solutions under stress.
I am generally pleased with how this site
turned out and it has really changed the
way I go about developing sites now. I put
the people as number one priority and keep
them in my “prayers” so to speak. Just always
thinking of them as I proceed through the
design.
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